
Oil price recovery:
a long way out
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Oil has had a shocking start to the year, with the international
crude benchmark Brent falling below US$30 a barrel to a 12-year-low.

A growing chorus of voices are predicting that prices could drop
to as low as US$20 a barrel, but there is consensus that a recovery

would be seen in the later half of this year. The Business Times
examines the factors that will drive oil prices going forward.
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1. Iran
Iran plans to increase exports by 

one million barrels a day this year 
after sanctions related to its nuclear 
programme are lifted by the end of 
the first quarter. Many, however, 
regard this as an overly optimistic 
projection.

While the brewing tension 
between Iran and Saudi Arabia is 
seen to add a floor to how low oil 
prices can go, the lack of agreement 
between the two most powerful 
members of Opec means the cartel 
is unlikely to re-introduce any 
production cap which it did away 
with in December.  

2. China
The rout in Chinese stock markets 

is contributing to fears that demand 
in China — the second largest 
importer of crude — will slow 
down.  The fall in the yuan is also 
seen to dampen demand for 
commodities in general as they are 
denominated in US dollar.

3. US
US shale oil producers, whose 

combined output has helped create 
the supply glut, have been 
surprisingly resilient to the oil price 
slump. Though output has peaked in 
April, production growth has not 
slowed down as much as many 
have expected.

Analysts are forecasting a 
possible price recovery in the 
second half of 2016 as US 
production growth slows. 

In analysts' views,
these are the key factors
to watch out for in 2016:

Oil prices are expected
to continue sliding...
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   ...until the supply glut eases
in the later part of 2016
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